SERIES
AGM

Security Instruction
DM
Please read these instructions carefully in order to make correct, safe, and effective operation. This
manual provides you with very important installation and operation guidelines, which will guarantee
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your equipment an optimal performance and longer service life.
,
For your safety

please do not open battery by yourself, only professionals shall be allowed to

’
.
open and maintain the battery;
.
Because battery is potential harmful to the environment and health, battery shall be replaced by
manufacturer s service center If there is need to replace and maintain, please contact with
after-sale service center

Instruction

Used battery is recyclable, and improper disposal of battery may be great harmful to the
environment and health. So used battery shall be proper disposed following relative regulations
and

law

or

shall

be

returned

to

our

company

for

Replacing battery must be done by engineer and professional people with knowledge about
battery potential danger and preventive measure. Please choose the batteries of the same model
for replacement, and batteries produced by different manufacturers shall be strictly forbidden for

Security
connecting in one system.
Notices

Warning

Electricity shock

Protecting eyes

With adults custody

No short circuit

No ﬂame and spark

Recycled

Proper disposal

Read instructions

UL certiﬁcate

disposal.
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Security Instruction
Please read these instructions carefully in order to make correct, safe, and effective operation. This
manual provides you with very important installation and operation guidelines, which will guarantee
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For your safety, please do not open battery by yourself, only professionals shall be allowed to
open and maintain the battery;
Because battery is potential harmful to the environment and health, battery shall be replaced by
manufacturer’s service center. If there is need to replace and maintain, please contact with
after-sale service center.
Used battery is recyclable, and improper disposal of battery may be great harmful to the
environment and health. So used battery shall be proper disposed following relative regulations
and law or shall be returned to our company for disposal.
Replacing battery must be done by engineer and professional people with knowledge about
battery potential danger and preventive measure. Please choose the batteries of the same model
for replacement, and batteries produced by different manufacturers shall be strictly forbidden for
connecting in one system.

Notices

Warning

Electricity shock

Protecting eyes

With adults custody

No short circuit

No ﬂame and spark

Recycled

Proper disposal

Read instructions

UL certiﬁcate

Security Instruction

your equipment an optimal performance and longer service life.

Product Characteristics
This product is high performance GEL storage battery and is specially designed for electrical road
vehicles and electrical car. The below is called only battery.
Safety and environmental friendly
Safety and environmental protection
Safety valve is designed with explosion-proof and filter acid design, the battery consumed less
water in using process, deal the problem of loss water effectively. The filter acid equipment on the
safety valve prevents the acid frog from spilling over in the exhaust process.
The GEL electrolyte is adopted with precise calculation of Si02 addictive. The gel can cover
battery plate which can prevent short circuit phenomenon in battery recycle use and prolong the
service life and battery safety.
The positive and negative grid use the lead calcium alloys. Don’t have the harmful elements for
the body and environment like Cadmium, antimony, chromium, arsenic.
All above design will make sure that the battery is safety, health and environment protection during
.
used in vehicle.
Safe and reliable sealing technology
The Mechanical shock and thermal shock resistance were highly improved with the patent pole
sealed technology, ensured the reliable of the pole sealed in the battery cycle life.
ABS shell with high strength, have a good impact resistance.
High cycle endurance, long life
Adopt high pure electrolytic lead and special active material additives.
Adopt high adsorptive performance AGM separator
Plate have excellent cycle life and recovery performance from over-discharged state.
Battery has obvious advantages in large current discharge performance, starting and climbing.
Special electrolyte additive, good low temperature endurance and shock endurance prolong the
life time.
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Product Introduction

Chapter One Product Introduction
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Main Applications
DM、BDM
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HDM, sightseeing car, golf car
Electric patrol car, electric transit car, electric tractor

Product Introduction

Motor wagon, electric flat car
Public works vehicles, properties of vascular cars
Electric vehicle target (military), shooting electric car
Electric bus

Battery Structure

Table 1-1 Battery structure
Component

Structural Materials

Positive plate

Lead calcium multivariate alloy with
patent lead paste formula

Negative plate

Lead calcium multivariate alloy with
patent lead paste formula

Separator

High adsorptive performance AGM
separator

Electrolyte

Special gel electrolyte

Container ,
cover

ABS engineering plastics(FVO or not
FVO accord with IEC 707 VO )

Safety valve

patented maze double filter acid and
explosion-proof body structure

Terminal

High strength , excellent electrical
conductivity embedded copper terminals

Function
Maintain sufficient capacity to
maintain long-term capacity
characteristics
Storage electrolyte ,prevent
Electrolyte stratification, prevent
the active material shedding
Electrochemical reaction ,
conductive body
The container of the battery
occur electrochemical reaction
Release the pressure of inner
battery, prevent the out gas into
the cell interior
Connected with the outside
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Chapter Two Type and Model
DM series battery type and dimensions

Dimensions (±1.5%)
Length Width Height

RatedCapacity (Ah)
Specification

Rated
Voltage(V)

TH

C2

C3

C5

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Weight(kg)

Terminal
Type

6-DM-70

12

56

60

70

261

168

212

216

24.0

M6×Φ16

6-DM -85

12

72

80

85

261

168

212

216

26.5

M6×Φ16

6-DM-110

12

92.8

100

110

330

175

215

224

35.0

M8×Φ18

6-DM-125

12

115

120

125

406

172

216

221

41.0

M8×Φ18

6-DM-165

12

135

150

165

482

170

236

236

52.0

M8×Φ20

3-DM-185

6

155

170

185

261

180

245

252

30.0

M8×Φ20

3-DM-220

6

180

200

220

261

180

270

273

35.0

M8×Φ20

3-DM-220C

6

180

200

220

330

180

222

222

35.5

M8×Φ20

3-DM-285

6

240

260

285

356

180

270

270

46.0

M8×Φ20

4-DM-170

8

140

150

170

261

180

280

280

36

M8×Φ20

Type and Model
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Chapter three Technical characteristic
Characteristic curves

Technical Characteristics

Figure 3-1 Cycle life curve
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Figure 3-2 Discharge capacity curve in different magnification
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Figure 3-3 Charge curve

Technical Characteristics
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06

Figure 3-4 Capacity curve in different temperatures

Figure 3-5 Discharge characteristic curve of rated capacity
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Chapter Four Operation

Discharge
Table4-1 Discharge(operation)current:
Current(A)

Time

Start the vehicle

≤1.5C

2~8S

Normal operation

0.3C3~0.3C3

/

Grade climbing

≤1C3

within 15s

Table4—2 Discharge protection(take 12V blocks and 48V system as example)
Discharge current(A)

System protection voltage(V)

Battery protection
voltage(V)

≤1.0C

≥40.8V(1.70V/cell)

≥9.0V(1.50V/cell)

>1.0C

≥38.4V(1.60V/cell)

≥8.4V(1.40V/cell)

≤0.6C

First level of protection(alarm)

≥46V(1.92V/cell)

10.5V(1.75V/cell)

secondary protection(Stop
operating)

≥42V(1.75V/cell)

≥9.6V(1.60V/cell)

Remark:
1.when the voltage of battery or system reach to the set protection value,it should be go into
protection condition.
2.In order to get the best use life,we proposal that the depth of discharge do not exceed
80 ％ of rated capacity.If the battery discharge exceed 80 ％ of the rated capacity are deep
discharge,it will shorted the battery life,and especially the deep discharge that exceed 80％
of the rated capacity is not allowed under the conditions 0f-20℃

Temperature
The battery operation temperature is-20℃～ 50℃ .All the technical date is measured under
the rated temperature of 25 ℃ .The ideal operation temperatures range is 15 ～ 35 ℃ .
High temperature will shorten the battery life.low temperature will reduce the capacity,the
maximum temperature is 55℃ .

Charge
The DM series battery will be charged under ventilation and the temperature condition
should be 10 ℃ ～ 30 ℃ (the ideal charge temperature is 15 ℃ ～ 25 ℃ ),At Summer,the
battery is forbidden to be charged directly under the sun.
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Operation

Condition

◆ Supplementary charge: the current should be limited in 0.10～0.20C（A）for first use, and
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The proposal charge methods as below:
constant voltage 2.45V/cell, charging for 4～8 hours.
◆ Normal charging method (according to charging curve):

Current(A)

T1 charge with
constant current

Constant
current
I1=0.15C(A)

Voltage(V)

Time(h)

Charge to
U1=2.45V/cell

7h

T2 charging with

Constant

Constant

constant voltage,
and limited current

current
I2=0.10C(A)

voltage
U1=2.45V/cell

Conversion condition

Temperature
compensation

When charge voltage reach
to U1 or charging time
reach to 7h

yes

Charging with constant
voltage and limited current,
2h

when the current decrease
to I3=0.02C(A) or charging

yes

time reach to 2h
Limited
T3 floating charging

current
I3=0.02C(A)
lowest
current is 0A

T4

Constant
voltage
U2=2.32~2.35
V/cell

4h

Charging time reach to 4h

No

Close done the system

Equalizing charge method: this method is good for capacity maintain and recovery.
Charging battery with constant voltage U2=2.25V/cell, limited current 0.02C for no more than 2h
(the longest time is 2h). Once time in Winter and two or three times in Summer.
◆ The system feed: the maximum feed current is 2.0C3（A）, the maximum current feed time is 2
～3s.
◆ Ripple charge: connect and confirm with the technical department beforehand when use the
ripple charge.
Finger4-1 The charge current in different temperature.

Operation

Stage
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the temperature decline to 30℃ the charge should be started.
◆ When the charge voltage is constant and the current of the end charge is unchanging continuous
for 3 hours, it is indicated that the battery is full charged.
◆ When the battery case is heat (terminal or container temperature is exceed 45℃), deformation or

AGM
DM SERIES

In the charge process, it should be stopped when the battery temperature reached to 45℃, and when
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Table4-3 The current and charge time table in different depth of discharge
Depth of
discharge (%)

Constant charge
current (A)

The time of constant
current change to
constant voltage(h)

The voltage of
constant
charge(V/cell)

Charge
time(h)

0.1C

1.7

2.45

5

0.15C

1.2

2.45

3

0.1C

4.3

2.45

8

0.15C

3.0

2.45

6

0.1C

6.8

2.45

12

0.15C

4.5

2.45

8

0.1C

8.5

2.45

14

0.15C

5.8

2.45

12

20
50
80
100

Normal calculation method:
Charging time (h)=( discharge capacity/ max charging current)+(2~3h)
Charging time (h)=(discharging depth* rated capacity/max charging current)+(2~3h)

Capacity management
The relationship between the battery voltage and capacity (the sample battery is 12V)
Discharge capacity (%)-DOD

Discharge voltage (V)

Capacity (%)-SOC

0%

≥12.50

100%

10%

12.49～12.40

90%

20%

12.39～12.30

80%

30%

12.29～12.20

70%

40%

12.19～12.10

60%

50%

12.09～11.95

50%

60%

11.94～11.80

40%

70%

30%

80%

11.79～11.60
11.59～11.40

90%

11.39～11.00

10%

100%

10.99～10.50

0%

20%

Operation

some other unusual conditions, the charge should be stopped and cut the power supply.
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The relationship between capacity and speed (proposal)

Operation
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Remark:
100% speed mean max speed. The same to others. For example, vehicle max speed is 50KM/H, the
60％ speed is 50*60%=30km/h.

Battery selection
Model

Maximum power of electric
engine(W/pc)

Proposal deployed electric
engine power(W/single)

6-DM-70

400

300

6-DM-85

500

350

6-DM-110

600

450

6-DM-125

700

550

6-DM-165

950

700

3-DM-185

500

400

3-DM-220

650

500

3-DM-220C

650

500

3-DM-285

750

550

4-DM-170

600

450

Sizing model according distance per charge
Battery capacity= (distance (target)/max speed)* operating current*sizing coefficient
Unit
Distance: Kilometer
Max speed: kilometer/h
Operating current (operating current under max speed): A
Sizing coefficient: generally it is 1.2~1.4
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Battery storage
The stored environment should be clear and dry.
the performance, the storage time should not exceed the below time.
25℃, 2months
30℃, 1.5months
40℃, 1 month
The recharge in the storage time: 2.45V/cell, with 0.10～0.15 C(A) current charge for 4-8 hours or
charging with matching charger for 4~8h.
Measure the open circuit voltage of the storage battery, you can know whether the battery need
charge or not, if the cell voltage decline below 2.10V you should recharge in time. If you can not
control the above-mention condition effectively, it may lead to shorter battery life or performance.
The open circuit voltage in different charge state
Charge state

Voltage (V/cell)

100%

≥2.17

80%

≥2.14

60%

≥2.10

40%

≥2.08

20%

≥2.04

0%

≥1.97

Remark:
OCV at different state is that measured value when voltage is stable after battery stop discharging for
more than 30 mins.
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Operation

Storage time: the battery is full charged exworks and the storage time is limited, in order to maintain

Installation

AGM
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Chapter Five Installation And Maintenance
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box should maintain good ventilation and radiating performance, the battery installation distance
should be more than 10mm.
The battery connection wire: must accord the national standards and there is a soft sheath
cable, prevent the short circuit in the installation and useful process.
Polarity: the red is positive and the black or blue is negative.
Vertical installation: Battery installation and use should be placed vertical, non- side or upside
down.
Protection: battery terminals should have the necessary protection to prevent short-circuit.
Layout for installation

Connection
Check all the battery and connection components whether there is broken or not, and ensure the
polarity is right before the connection.
The charge equipment should in the outage state and no load connection, the battery (group) with the
correct polarity connected with the charger.
Wear the insulation glove, skirts and glasses when install and carry the batteries; do not hit the battery
and do not twist the terminal and the safety valve.
Do not put the tools, other things or goods which can conduct the electricity on the battery.
The dirty terminal or the not tight connection can make the battery temperature higher or spark, so the
terminal should be clean and the screw need to be tight, to make the torque right, but can’t make the
terminal twist.

Installation and maintenance

Ventilation and radiating: the battery should be installed in the insulation battery box, and the

AGM
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Layout for installation
The red one is the positive pole and the black one is the negative pole; all batteries are connected
in series. Connect the battery and the external circuit (charging and discharging cable) is the
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same polarity connection, recommend all connected by sheathed cord connection
cable is copper. For installation series (from bottom to top: end lug-flat washer-spring
washer-screw) See the picture as below:

Table5-1 Terminal torque
Model

（N·m）

6-DM-70

8~10

6-DM-85

8～10

6-DM-110

10～12

6-DM-125

10～12

6-DM-165

10～12

3-DM-185

10～12

3-DM-220

10～12

3-DM-220C 10～12
3-DM-285

10～12

4-DM-170

10~12

Main factor caused battery harm during operating:
Battery self problem: single cell /block are failed, internal short circuit or
cut circuit.
Irreversible vitriolization caused by over-discharging and undercharge
for a long time lead to battery fail.
Charger is not fit.
Protection value is too low in vehicle which lead battery over-discharge
and broken.
Due to mechanical resistance or controller, system problem, the actual
current is to large which lead battery failed.
Battery connecting is loosing or short circuit accidental which cause
heat, sparking and fire.
External collision or squeeze caused battery container mechanical
injury and rupture.
Bad driving habit that slamming on accelerator pedal for a long time
when start which cause damage to battery. The correct method should
be that staring slowly accelerates until it reaches the normal speed.

Maintenance
Measuring the temperature of the environment, the battery container and the battery terminal,
then record it.
Check the battery system total voltage, each battery’s voltage; starting current, the normal
working current, loading current, capacity; then record it.
Checking the battery container and the terminal are clean; they can’t be broken.
There should be no water in the battery box and the battery box should have the ability of prevent
rain and water.
Other safety troubles need to be correct on time.

Installation and maintenance

Connecting terminal and cable: screw, spring washer, flat washer is stainless steel; end lug of

To prevent the exposure of the vehicle under the sun.
Forbidding the organic and the organic solvent to contact the battery, avoiding danger from the

AGM
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Chapter Six Other Matters Needing Attention
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When the battery break accidently, there is dilute sulphuric acid flow from the battery; if it touches
the skin and eyes, please wash it by the clean water and see the doctor at once.
Don’t let the children and juvenile touch the battery.
Only the training people or the special service people can install and maintenance the battery.
The rejected batteries have returned value, and it need to be return to our company or return to
the units which has the callback qualifications. Throwing way is forbidden so as to avoid the
disserve to the environment.

Attention

cauterization of the battery container

AGM
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Chapter Seven Services
Our company can help the user choose the model for free.
Any quality problems, our company will deal with them on time
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Our company collect the usage message and the potential demand to improve the production and
the service to be perfect.
Exploring more production to meet the clients request, which can provide the clients production
and the service.
We have the perfect customers file and the efficient service group can solve the problems which
the user met during their usage. After getting the customers request we will provide the clear reply
within 24 hours. Take effective measures and provide our service. Also you can visit our website
to find the solution.

Attention

We can hold the technical training class which introduces the installation, usage, maintenance.
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